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Abstract

It is shown that the contributions of the radiative corrections to the Planckian energy scat-

tering in quantum gravity in the straight-line paths approximation are factorized and are deter-

mined by the quantity R(t), which depends only upon the square of momentum transfers and

do not affect the asymptotic in s at high energies. The apparently our result corresponds to

the correct account of contributions of the so-called "soft gravitons", for which the straight-line

path approximation is valid.
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I. In the author's paper [1] a method has been developed for constructing a closed analytic,

relativistic invariant and cross-symmetrical expression for the scattering amplitude of two high-

energy scalar "nucleons" in quantum gravity by means of a functional integral [2 — 4].In the

limit of asymptotically high energy s » MpL ( Mpi is Planck mass ) and fixed momentum

transfers t this expression has a form of the Glauber representation [1] with an eikonal function

depending on the energy. Beside, for simplicity the diagrams with the radiation corrections to

the scattered "nucleons" and also the closed "nucleon" loops were neglected.

In the present report we give the estimation of the radiation corrections to Planckian energy

scattering in the straight-line-path approximation [5 — 11].This approximation is closely asso-

ciated to the methods which are extensively being developed by many authors for the eikonal

summation of the Feynman graphs [12 — 17]. In the language of Feynman diagrams,this approx-

imation is equivalent to ignoring the terms of type kikj ( where ki and kj are the momenta of

the various real and virtual gravitons emitted by a "nucleons") in the "nucleon" propagators

with large momentum p. An example of such modification is

—>m2 - (p - E?=i h? 2p J2ti h - E?=i kf"
II. The elastic-scattering amplitude of two scalar "nucleons", can be represented with the

aid of functional integrals in the following general form [1]

T(pi,P2|?i,ga) = (K2) J d'xe^-

x[pi +Qi + 2vi(0)]a\pi + qx+ 2v1(P)]p\p2 + q2 + 2i/2(0)]7[p2 + <li + 2*2(0)]*] x

x f dAexp{^t«2[2xAe**x f J\DJ2 - Y, ( f d4kJiDJi - i f°° fcm2^)] }, (1)

where we have introduced the abbreviated notation

Ji.D.Jk = I jdzidz2J^{zl)Dlti,Wf{zx - z2)J^{z2)-i,k = 1,2. (2)

and Da^six) is the causal Green's function

eikx

ie
d k>

The quantity if"(&;pj,(fc|fi) is a conserving transition current and is given by



;Pi,qiWi) = 4 / dS\pi9(£) + gi9(-0 + v(0r\Pi8(0 + QiO(-0 + HOY*
J-oo

(3)

The scattering amplitude (1) is defined as the residue of the two-particle Green's function

~~ T~ Si=l,2 / JiDJi)

of Eq. (1) takes into account the radiative corrections to the scattered nucleons, while

exp(iK2iXetkx J JiDJ2j describes virtual-graviton exchange among them. The integral with

respect to dX ensures subtraction of the contribution of the freely propagating particles from

the matrix element. The functional variables vi{r)) and V2(T]) formally introduced for obtaining

the solution for the Green's function, describe the deviation of a particle trajectory from the

straight-line paths. The functional with respect to [54^], (z = 1,2) corresponds to summation

over all possible trajectories of the colliding particles.

Expanding the expression (1) with respect to the coupling constant K2 and taking the

functional integrals with i>i(rj), we obtain the well-known series of usual perturbation theory

for the two-particle scattering. Prom the consideration of the integrals over £i and £2 for

— ^~- J2i=i 2 / JiDJi) it is seen that the radiative corrections result in devergent expressions

of the type ^m2 x (A —>• 00). To regularize them, it is necessary to renormalize the mass, that

( • 2 \ i\

~ i r Si=i,2 / JiDJi) the terms <̂ m x (A -¥ oo);i = 1,2, after which

we go over in Eq.(l) to the observed masses mm = rriio + Sim2.

Obviously, an exact functional integration in expression (1) is not possible. Therefore, using

the straight-line paths approximation [1], for the scattering amplitude we obtain the following

expression:

where

= / dikD'1'/("T(k)exp[ikx][k + pi+qi]fl[k+pi+qi]u[—k-\-p2 + q2]p[—k + p2 + q2](T, (5)

t-k)" {2qi-ky{2qi-kY
•k2+ie 2pik — k2 — ie , (6)
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R(t) = exp{
t = i
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In the calculation of R(t) we must take care of the infrared divergences which we have treated

above by insertion of a small graviton mass fx. Evaluating integrals in (9) for the radiative

corrections [8,18 — 20] we obtain the following expression

exp
K2m2t

2(2TT)2

m m
2 -1)

' . m2v /4m2 - t, y/Am2

In = In
V4m2 -t-yf^

(10)
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Let us consider the asymptotic behavior of the scattering amplitude (4) in the high energies

s —> oo at fixed momentum transfers t (forward scattering ).We make the calculation in the

centre of mass system of the colliding particles : p\ = —p2 = p, and we direct the z axis along

the momentum p\ :

Pi = (pio,O,O,p = = (P20i0,0,-p);pio =P20 =Po;

s = (P10+P20)2 =4pl;t = (pi-qi)2 = (P2-92)2 = - « i ; « = (P2-gi)2- (11)

In the high energy limit s » MpL » t where MPL is the Planck mass, at fixed momentum

transfers t limited by the condition \t| << m2 the expression for the elastic scattering amplitude

(4) has the form 2

2 Allowance for identity of the nucleons leads to terms that vanish in the limit s —> 00 and for t fixed when
expression (12) is symmetrized.



T(s,t) = ~2i(s-u)R(t)Jd2xLe-i^^ L X P [ ^ ^ 0 ( M I ^ ) ] - l j , (12)

2G {, m2 1\
R(t) = exp(at);a = — m—^ + - .

7T V A* 2/

where KQ{H\XX) is the MacDonald function of zeroth order, fx is a graviton mass which serves

as an infrared cut-off, and K2 = IQnG.

The radiative corrections to scattered nucleons lead to the factor R(t) = exp(at) in scattering

amplitude, whereas the multiple graviton exchange between the scattered nucleons gives the

eikonal function depending on the energy.

III. Thus, we see, that in the straight-line paths approximation used at s -> oo and i-fixed

the account of radiation corrections leads to the multiplication of the eikonal form of the elastic

amplitude by a certain factor, depending only the momentum transfer t and do not affect the

asymptotic amplitude in s at high energies. This approximation corresponds to a physical

picture in which colliding high energy nucleons at the act of interaction receive a small recoil

connected with the emission of "soft" gravitons and retain their individuality.

However, we note that the problem of a correct account of radiation corrections is rather

complicated and would be interesting to perform further studies of the infrared divergences and

their cancellations in quantum gravity.
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